Assessment 2 Evaluation Checklist for Strategies Unit

11 points possible for each lesson. Possible Total = 88

**Each of the elements must be clear and complete, as described in the assignment description.

1. Title/Standard/Benchmark/Indicator/Local Outcome (optional) _____ (2)
   _____ Title of strategy
   _____ State standard/benchmark/indicator/local outcome (optional)

2. Resources for lesson _____ (1)
   _____ Materials/resources needed for lesson

3. Response _____ (1)
   _____ Response (type of product created by the students)

4. Description (include four parts of gradual release) _____ (5)
   _____ Input
   _____ Modeling
   _____ Guided Practice
   _____ Independent Practice
   _____ Application

5. Assessment _____ (2)
   _____ Assessment: What the students will do
   _____ Assessment: How the teacher will know if the students understand

Total per lesson _____ (11)